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Mounting Instructions

If you are not a trained motorcycle technician, stop here
and contact your local motorcycle shop to perform this work.

Remove top triple clamp, steering damper, clip-ons, controls, tank , airbox,
brake lines, thottle lines and clutch line in accordance with the service manual.
Remove the ignition lock from the dismantled original top triple clamp by drilling off the bolt heads. 
Fasten the ignition lock to the new triple clamp with enclosed spacers and screws, torque to 18-21 Nm. 
Drill screw heads (optional, theft safety device). 
Subsequently, fasten new triple clamp with the original steering stem nut (for torque specs check the Yamaha service
manual), spacer ring and 2 x M8x20 clamping screws with 18-21 Nm.
Mount the steering damper arm with the 3 supplied bushings underneath the new triple clamp

Provisionally pre-mount the handlebars and controls. Install the longer stainless steel braided brake lines.
Bleed the lines according to the service manual/installation instructions on the packaging.
The brake fluid reservoir will be mounted with the enclosed bracket set; adjust alignment through twisting the bracket.
Exchange the clutch cable and throttle cables with the supplied new ones. 
Extend harness for the horn cable and the right hand control with the supplied extensions.
Trim the windscreen in this way that handlebar and controls are not colliding with it at full steering lock left or right.

In order to mount the switch housings it is necessary to drill positioning holes into the handlebars. Align the switches,
mark it and center punch the hole location. Drill the holes in accordance to the dimensions of the pins. 

Re secure the wiring harness and cables in such a way that they do not limit steering lock or kink or chafe at full lock.

When tightening the handlebars and controls check for clearance and make sure that nothing gets kinked or chafed
at full lock.
Install all dismantled parts again in accordance with the service manual.

Enjoy the ride of your new ‘Superbike’ !
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